
Bulk Create Shifts



Bulk Create Shifts Overview
The 'Bulk Create Shifts' tool allows you to:
 

create filled or unfilled shifts in bulk on
the roster

 
create shifts with specific requirements
e.g. tags, qualifications

 
send out blanket offers via SMS for
shifts to employees to accept or decline

 
track unfilled shifts / shift status

 
find employees to fill unfilled shifts

 
create ongoing shifts

 
add comments to shifts for employees
to view

 
 



Create a Bulk Shift 
1. Go to Work, Rosters.
2. Click +Create Bulk Shifts.



Key Shift Details 
1. Select the Client/Operation for the shifts.
 
2. Select the specific roster.
 
3. Select if you'd like operation users to receive
notifications when employees accept or decline
shifts.
 
4. Select the Start & End dates for the shifts.
 
5. Select Days of the week the shifts will be on within
that period. View the calendar on the right which will
highlight your days.
 
6. Select the Start and End time for shift. 
If you require shifts at different times you will need to
create these separately. 
 
7. Select 'Until required' if needed (useful for busy
days/nights).
 
8. Select any Break Duration they get on the shift. 
 
9. Select 'Allow employees to accept individual shifts'
if you don't want employee to accept all shifts at
once, but select each shift to accept individually.



Position Requirements for Shifts 
10. Click Add Position to begin adding
your position requirements.
 
11. Select the first Position required for
the shift from the drop down.
 
12. Select any Tag requirements (only
relevant if you use tags)
 
13. Select any Qualification requirements
from the drop down.
 
14. Add any Comments for the shift. If you
wish for the employee to see the
comment select Visible to Employee.
Click Add Comment.
 
 



Fill shifts now (find employees)
To find employees to offer the shifts to
now:
 

Click Find Employees. 
 
2. Here you have the options to:
 
 a) Manually select each employee and
Offer the shift (employee can accept or
decline)
 
b) Manually select each employee and
Assign the shift
 
c) Offer To All (the first to respond will fill
the shift, the others will be notified the
shift is filled)
 
3. Select your option/s and click Save. 
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Fill shifts later (unfilled shifts)
If you do not wish to fill shifts with employees immediately:
 

 Turn on Find Employees Later.
 Click Create Shifts.
You can now track Unfilled Shifts on your Home page.

 
Please note: If you can't see this, it is a setting you can turn on
(view the next page).
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Turn on Unfilled Shifts on Home page
If you would like to track Unfilled Shifts from your home page (as
per previous page), you will need to turn it on.
 

Go to full menu (hamburger icon).
 
 2. Go to Platform Settings, System Settings.
 
3. Find (use Ctrl F to search) 'Show unfilled shifts on dashboard'
and turn on.
 
4. Click Save Settings. The modal will now appear on your home
page.
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View shifts on roster
To view the shifts you have created and the status on the roster:

Go to Work, Rosters.
 Find your roster, select the relevant week and click to view.
 Initially the offered shifts will appear as Blue on the roster, meaning the shifts have been offered
with no one having accepted or declined the shift. 
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Roster status as shifts are accepted/declined
Blue shifts = Offered (not yet accepted or declined)
Green shifts = Accepted / Published / Assigned / Filled
Grey shifts = Declined (will disappear when the shifts get filled as per requirements)
Red shifts = Unfilled (fill from Home, Unfilled Shifts)



Unfilled shifts on roster
If you did not choose employees to offer the shift to when creating the shifts, they will appear as Red
on the roster - meaning no employee has been assigned to the shifts as yet. If someone tries to
delete or edit the shift, they will receive a warning. 
 
To fill the shifts go to Home, Unfilled Shifts, Find Employees.



How employee accepts shifts

Employees will receive an SMS directing them
to a link where they can accept/decline shifts.
 
If you allowed them to accept individual shifts,
they can select the check box next to relevant
shifts and Accept. Or they can Decline.



Track & fill unfilled shifts
You can also easily tracked unfilled shifts via Unfilled Shifts on your Home page.


